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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

1 This Court is called upon to decide two discrete questions. 

1.1 First, is section 10 of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair 

Discrimination Act 4 of 2000 ("the Equality Act") constitutionally invalid due to its 

overbreadth and vagueness?  

1.2 Second, even if the Equality Act is unconstitutional, should the complaint against 

Mr Qwelane nevertheless be upheld?1  

2 These are separate questions and it is critical that they are not conflated. 

2.1 MMA limits its submissions to the first question – that is the constitutional validity 

of the Equality Act. 

2.2 MMA does not seek to engage with the second question –  including whether Mr 

Qwelane’s statements would constitute hate speech if measured against the 

criteria in section 16(2)(c) of the Constitution. 

3 This is for a critical reason.  The judgment that this Court delivers on the first question 

will have an effect far beyond this case, into the future.   

3.1 Whether Mr Qwelane’s statements amount to hate speech is an important issue, 

but one that will eventually become of only historical interest. 

3.2 But whether the Equality Act is constitutionally invalid is a far more important issue 

– indeed a burning issue – which will profoundly and directly affect the way 

Parliament, the courts and the public deal with hate speech going forward.  If the 

Equality Act is unconstitutional (as we submit it likely is), it is critical that this Court 

say so and that this not be obscured by the obvious vileness of Mr Qwelane’s 

statements. 

4 It is immediately necessary to emphasise that MMA is not and has never been an 

 
1  We note that the Psychological Society of South Africa (“PsySSA”) (second amicus curiae) and the Southern Africa 

Litigation Centre (“SALC”) (fourth amicus curiae) confine their arguments largely to this question. 
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organization that adopts an absolutist position on free speech.  On the contrary, MMA 

has consistently adopted an approach that supports the value of free speech, but also 

embraces the need for appropriate limits on free speech. 

4.1 Thus, in Johncom2 and Centre for Child Law,3 MMA emphasized that freedom of 

expression did not trump the rights of children and vulnerable adults to privacy, 

dignity and so on.  It successfully persuaded this Court to strike an appropriate 

balance in this regard.   

4.2 By contrast, in Van Breda4 and the Verashni Pillay hate speech case,5 MMA 

successfully argued that restrictions sought to be placed on the media in that 

regard were untenable and inconsistent with the right to free speech. 

5 Thus, unlike the stance of some of the parties and amici, MMA does not adopt an 

absolutist or ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. It urges balance, as the Constitution itself does. 

6 In this context, MMA emphasizes the need to draw a distinction between two kinds of 

speech: 

6.1 Offensive speech; and 

6.2 True hate speech.  

7 Under our constitutional scheme, true hate speech can and should be prohibited by law.  

But merely offensive speech cannot.  Engaging in merely offensive speech may well 

attract other costs,6 but the law cannot preclude engaging in such speech at all. 

8 In this context, MMA is acutely concerned that an order overturning the SCA, and finding 

 
2  Johncom Media Investments Limited v M and Others 2009 (4) SA 7 (CC). 

3  Centre for Child Law and Others v Media 24 Limited and Others 2020 (3) BCLR 245 (CC). 

4  Van Breda v Media 24 Limited and Others; National Director of Public Prosecutions v Media 24 Limited and Others [2017] 
3 All SA 622 (SCA). 

5  Verashni Pillay v Afriforum (matter number: 3239/04/2017) before the Appeals Panel of the Press Council of South Africa 

6  See MMA’s application for admission as amicus curiae, founding affidavit, para 30. 
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section 10 of the Equality Act to be constitutionally valid7 – will stifle offensive but 

permissible speech, including by vulnerable groups. 

9 MMA submits that, whatever view one takes of Mr Qwelane’s vile comments, the 

constitutional difficulties with the Equality Act are glaring: 

9.1 It is only if the Equality Act is read in the most restrictive manner – that is, as 

containing conjunctive requirements – that it can conceivably pass constitutional 

muster. Even then, serious overbreadth and vagueness concerns remain. 

9.2 If it is incapable of such a reading, and must be read disjunctively, then it prohibits 

merely hurtful speech and is plainly unconstitutional. In that event, the order of 

constitutional invalidity must be confirmed. Parliament must fashion new 

legislation that appropriately regulates hate speech. 

10 These submissions are in two broad sections: 

10.1 First, we advance a restrictive interpretation of section 10 of the Equality Act, 

largely tracking MMA’s submissions as amicus curiae in Masuku. 

10.2 Second, we consider the constitutional validity of section 10 of the Equality Act:  

10.2.1 we acknowledge that the conjunctive interpretation contended for in 

Masuku has textual and purposive difficulties; 

10.2.2 we submit that section 10 may suffer from unjustifiable overbreadth, and 

impermissible vagueness, whether read disjunctively or conjunctively; 

and 

10.2.3 we identify a mistaken premise from which the Minister of Justice and 

Correctional Services (the “Minister”) and other amici appear to proceed. 

 
7  The relief motivated for, in particular, by the South African Human Rights Commission (“SAHRC”), the Minister of Justice 

and Correctional Services (“the Minister”), the South African Holocaust and Genocide Foundation (“SAHGF”) and the 
Women’s Legal Centre (“WLC 
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THE INTERPRETATION OF SECTION 10 OF THE EQUALITY ACT 

The proper approach 

11 The starting point in interpreting any legislation is section 39(2) of the Constitution, which 

enjoins courts to promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights.8 This 

includes, where possible, construing statutes in a manner that avoids limiting or infringing 

a right in the Bill of Rights.9 Where two interpretations of legislation are possible, the 

Court should prefer the interpretation that better promotes the Bill of Rights.10  

12 In interpreting section 10, we submit that this Court should permit the limitation of 

expression only where it is strictly necessary. That has always been so in respect of 

statutory provisions that interfere with speech.11 It is especially true in the light of the 

constitutionalized right to freedom of expression, in terms of which “we are obliged to 

delineate the bounds of the constitutional guarantee of free expression generously”.12 

13 The SAHGF places “equality and dignity, on the one hand, and freedom of expression, 

on the other”.13 This is mistaken. This Court has held that expression itself is “constitutive 

of the dignity and autonomy of human beings”.14 That is, “[w]e retain our dignity, as 

individuals, only by insisting that no one - no official and no majority - has the right to 

withhold an opinion from us on the ground that we are not fit to hear and consider it.'”15 

14 The right to freedom of expression includes the right to express unpopular views, “even 

 
8  Investigating Directorate: Serious Economic Offences v Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd 2001 (1) SA 545 (CC) at para 

21. 

9  Cool Ideas 1186 CC v Hubbard and Another 2014 (4) SA 474 (CC) para 128; Wary Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Stalwo (Pty) Ltd 
2009 (1) SA 337 (CC) at para 46. Investigating Directorate: Serious Economic Offences v Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) 
Ltd 2001 (1) SA 545 (CC) at para 23. 

10  Makate v Vodacom (Pty) Ltd 2016 (4) SA 121 (CC) paras 87-89. 

11  R v Bunting 1916 TPD 578 at 583 (“As there is no sign in the Act of an intention on the part of the Legislature generally to 
suppress the freedom of speech I am bound to give a restrictive and not an extended meaning to the words. . . .”). 

12  Laugh It Off Promotions CC v South African Breweries International (Finance) BV t/a Sabmark International and Another 
2006 (1) SA 144 (CC) para 47. 

13  SAHGF heads of argument, paras 2 and 8. 

14  Khumalo v Holomisa 2002 (5) SA 401 (CC) para 21. 

15  Ronald Dworkin, Freedom’s Law: The Moral Reading of the America Constitution (1996), at 2 
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where those views are controversial”.16 Therefore, “[i]n essence, it requires the 

acceptance of the public airing of disagreements and the refusal to silence unpopular 

views.”17 The right applies not only to inoffensive and favourable expressions, but also 

those that “offend, shock and disturb…Such are the demands of that pluralism, tolerance 

and broadmindedness without which there is no ‘democratic society’”.18  

15 In Masuku, MMA argued that this Court’s interpretive exercise should be informed by 

South Africa’s painful history of the use of hate speech legislation as a formidable 

weapon of censorship, and as a means to stifle dissent.19  Indeed, the use of social and 

historical context generally,20 and, in particular, of “our recent past of thought control, 

censorship and enforced conformity to governmental theories”21 has been endorsed by 

this Court as an important guide to statutory and constitutional interpretation.  

16 Various apartheid-era statutes proscribed incitement to racial hostility, by, for example, 

making it an offence to utter “any words or [do] any other act or thing whatever with intent 

to promote any feeling of hostility between Natives and Europeans”.22 In short, these 

laws, which prohibited propagation of, inter alia, “hatred”, “ridicule”, “contempt”, 

“harmfulness” and “hostility”, were used as a formidable weapon of censorship to restrict 

legitimate freedom of expression and to punish dissidents.23 

17 The Equality Act is directed at the laudable aims of advancing equality, dignity and 

 
16  South African National Defence Union v Minister of Defence 1999 (4) SA 469 (CC) para 8. 

17  Id. 

18  Case of Handyside v the United Kingdom (Application No 5493/72) (ECtHR) para 49 cited in Islamic Unity Convention v 
Independent Broadcasting Authority and Others 2002 (4) SA 294 para 26.  See also De Reuck v Director of Public 
Prosecutions (Witwatersrand Local Division) and Others 2004 (1) SA 406 (CC) para 49. 

19  See Gilbert J Marcus ‘Racial Hostility: The South African Experience” in Striking a Balance: Hate Speech, Freedom of 
Expression and Non-discrimination (S Coliver, Ed. 2002). 

20  Daniels v Scribante 2017 (4) SA 341 (CC) para13; Investigating Directorate: Serious Economic Offences and Others v 
Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd in re: Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd and Others v Smit NO and Others 2001 
(1) SA 545 (CC) para 21 

21  S v Mamabolo 2001 (3) SA 409 (CC) para 37. See also Islamic Unity Convention v Independent Broadcasting Authority 
and Others 2002 (4) SA 294 para 25 

22  Section 29(1) of the Native Administration Act 38 of 1927. See also the Riotous Assemblies and Criminal Law Amendment 
Act 19 of 1930; the Suppression of Communism Act of 44 of 1950; the Riotous Assemblies Act of 17 of 1956; the 
Publications and Entertainments Act of 26 of 1963; the Terrorism Act 83 of 1967; the Internal Security Act 74 of 1982; and 
Regulation 7A(1)(a)(iv) of Proc R123, Government Gazette 10880 of 28 August 1987. 

23  See R v Mote 1928 OPD 150; R v Rulashe 1928 EDL 376. 
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cohesion. These goals too spring from our oppressive past. However, in seeking to 

achieve them, courts must exercise care not to censor unpopular speech. We submit that 

the Equality Act can only truly signal a decisive break from our past if it protects dignity 

and equality, but also permits vigorous, acrimonious, and even offensive debate. 

The correct interpretation 

18 In Masuku, MMA explained that because the constitutional validity of the statute was not 

before this Court, but its provisions are “at a minimum, constitutionally suspect”, a 

restrictive interpretation was called for. On that basis, MMA advanced various 

submissions regarding the proper interpretation of section 10. We do not repeat those 

submissions wholesale. However, we briefly address below the salient aspects of what, 

we maintain, is the proper interpretation of section 10 of the Equality Act. 

19 First, because section 10 applies to speech based on any one of the 17 “prohibited 

grounds”, and extends well beyond the grounds in section 16(2), a restrictive 

interpretation of each of these grounds is required.24 Moreover, to be “based on” one of 

the prohibited grounds, the prohibited grounds must be the reason for the speech. 

20 Second, the requirements in (a), (b) and (c) are to be read conjunctively.  

20.1 We note that a conjunctive approach was recently endorsed by Sutherland J in 

Khumalo,25 and again in Gordhan v Malema.26  

20.2 We submit that this interpretation should be preferred, because it gives better 

effect to the Bill of Rights. The alternative would be that speech which contravenes 

(a) – that is, which could be reasonably construed to demonstrate a clear intention 

to be hurtful, but which involves no harm, no incitement, and no hatred – would be 

prohibited. That would fly in the face of the right to offend, shock and disturb, 

 
24  For example, as we argued in Masuku, “belief” should not be understood to include political ideology, given how fractious 

and vigorous political discourse is and ought to be. See The Citizen 1978 (Pty) Ltd and Others v McBride 2011 (4) SA 191 
(CC) para 199 citing Pienaar and Another v Argus Printing and Publishing Co. Ltd 1956 (4) SA 310 (W) para 99. 

25  South African Human Rights Commission v Khumalo 2019 (1) SA 289 (GJ) para 82. 

26  Gordhan v Malema (Freedom of Expression Institute as amicus curiae) [2020] 1 All SA 417 (GJ) para 6. 
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articulated repeatedly by this Court,27 and would almost certainly be 

unconstitutional. 

21 Third, contrary to the SCA’s conclusion,28 the test for whether speech “could reasonably 

be construed to demonstrate a clear intention…” should be objective. The court is 

required to assess whether a clear intention on the part of the speaker can be inferred 

from the objective facts, including, but not limited to, the words used. While it is an 

overstatement to suggest that actual intention is entirely irrelevant,29 it is not decisive.  

22 Fourth, “hurtful” means individual psychological or emotional hurt experienced by 

individuals and the target group, determined objectively. We submit that the position in 

respect of hurt is akin to the common law of iniuria, where a plaintiff must demonstrate 

both subjective psychological harm and that the speech is “objectively insulting”.30  

23 Fifth, we submit that “harm” includes, but is not limited to, physical violence.31 It might 

also include denigration and abuse and the harm of retaliation and retribution through a 

spiral of invective.32 As to the meaning of incitement, we submit that the expression must 

“instigate or actively persuade others to cause harm”33 and must entail an element of 

both imminence and likelihood.34 It cannot be “nothing more than advocacy of illegal 

action at some indefinite future time”.35 

24 Sixth, as to the meaning of propagation of “hatred”, we submit that this Court should 

 
27  Islamic Unity Convention v Independent Broadcasting Authority and Others 2002 (4) SA 294 para 26; De Reuck v Director 

of Public Prosecutions (Witwatersrand Local Division) and Others 2004 (1) SA 406 (CC) para 49.  See also Saskatchewan 
v Whatcott [2013] 1 SCR 467 para 109 in which a prohibition on expression that “ridicules, belittles or otherwise affronts 
the dignity of” was held to be overbroad. 

28  Qwelane v South African Human Rights Commission and Another 2020 (2) SA 124 (SCA) para 66. 

29  Afriforum and Another v Malema and others 2011 (6) SA 240 (EqC) para 109;  

30  Delange v Costa 1989 (2) SA 857 (A) 861D-862G, cited in Le Roux and others v Dey 2011 (3) SA 274 (CC) paras 178-
180.  

31  Khumalo paras 93 and 94. 

32  Khumalo paras 95-97. 

33  Applicants heads of argument, 57.3.2. 

34  See Schenck v United States 249 US 47 (1919); Brandenburg v Ohio 395 U.S. 444 (1969). 

35  Hess v Indiana 414 U.S. 105 (1973). 
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adopt the definition of hatred espoused by the Canadian Supreme Court in Keegstra,36 

namely that “To promote hatred is to instill detestation, enmity, ill will and malevolence in 

another”. This would exclude "merely offensive or hurtful expression from the ambit of 

the provision and respects the legislature's choice of a prohibition predicated on 'hatred'." 

THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF SECTION 10 

A disjunctive interpretation? 

25 MMA advanced the conjunctive interpretation set out above in Masuku. It stands by this 

interpretation, and submits that, to the extent that section 10 is capable of such a reading, 

it should be preferred.37  

26 However, we acknowledge that there are difficulties with this interpretation.  

26.1 First, as the SCA accepted, and as various parties and amici in this matter argue, 

the purpose of section 10(1) of the Equality Act seems clearly to be to broaden the 

ambit of hate speech from section 16(2), including as regards the requisite effect 

of the speech.38 A conjunctive reading would narrow that ambit in many apparently 

unintended ways, and would accordingly subvert the legislative purpose. 

26.2 Second, a conjunctive meaning arguably fails to give a sufficiently distinctive 

meaning to “hurt” and “harm”.  

26.2.1 We explained above that “hurtful” should be interpreted to denote 

psychological or emotional hurt. However, we acknowledge that “harm” is 

also generally taken to include psychological and emotional harm.39 

26.2.2 There are good reasons for “harm” to carry such a meaning in this context. 

Section 10 itself implies as much, for it speaks of words causing harm or 

 
36  R v Keegstra [1990] 3 S.C.R 697 

37  Makate v Vodacom (Pty) Ltd 2016 (4) SA 121 (CC) paras 87-89. 

38  SCA judgment paras 67 and 93. 

39  The Minister makes this argument at para 62 of his heads of argument, citing Freedom Front v South African Human 
Rights Commission and Another 2003 (11) BCLR 1283 (SAHRC) at 1292 and I Currie & J de Waal ‘Expression’ in The 
Bill of Rights Handbook at p359.  
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inciting harm. If harm excludes psychological harm, then it is difficult to 

see how words themselves could cause (and not only incite) such harm. 

26.2.3 Moreover, if harm were understood not to include psychological or 

emotional harm, then incitement to cause psychological or emotional 

harm would not be prohibited. It would only be prohibited to cause 

psychological or emotional “hurt” directly. This seems contrary to the 

provision’s purpose, and suggests that “harm” includes psychological and 

emotional harm. 

26.2.4 However, once “harm” is understood to include psychological or 

emotional harm, it is unclear what additional work, on a conjunctive 

reading, is done by the requirement that speech must be “hurtful”.40 It 

renders this requirement superfluous. Superfluity is to be avoided in 

interpretation.41 A disjunctive interpretation, in terms of which “hurt” 

means something less than psychological “harm”, avoids this superfluity 

and gives each term a distinct meaning. 

27 It was because of these difficulties that the SCA held that section 10 must be read 

disjunctively. It is also presumably why the parties and the amici agreed,42 and why the 

SAHRC has contended for a disjunctive reading in Masuku.43 The SAHRC appears to 

persist in that interpretation in this case, although it largely elides this key question.44 

Various commentators and courts have also understood the provision disjunctively.45 

 
40  We note that while the SAHGF and SAHRC argue that “hurtful” includes psychological and emotional harm, they never 

explain how it differs from the requirement that speech must be harmful. 

41  National Credit Regulator v Opperman and Others 2013 (2) SA 1 (CC) para 99; African Products (Pty) Ltd v AIG South 
Africa (Pty) Ltd 2009 (3) SA 473 (SCA) para 13 (Holding that where two words may, depending on the context, bear the 
same meaning, they must each be given a meaning that will avoid tautology or superfluity.)  

42  SCA judgment para 64. 

43  SAHRC Heads of Argument in Masuku, para 57.3. 

44  SAHRC Heads of Argument paras 26ff. 

45  See for example C Albertyn, B Goldblat and C Roedere ‘Introduction to the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair 
Discrimination Act 4 of 2000’ ed (2001) at 94; S Teichner ‘The Hate Speech Provisions of the Promotion of Equality and 
Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 4 of 2000: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly’ (2003) 19 SAJHR 349 at 354-355; 
D Milo, G Penfold and A Stein, ‘Freedom of Expression’ in S Woolman & M Bishop (eds) Constitutional Law of South 
Africa (2nd Edition, RS5, 2013) (“CLOSA”) at 42-87, Pierre de Vos ‘Why the hate speech provisions might be 
unconstitutional’ (2010) Constitutionally Speaking, https://constitutionallyspeaking.co.za/why-the-hate-speech-
provisions-may-be-unconstitutional/. See also Thembani v Swanepoel 2017 (3) SA 70 (ECM) 

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=%282003%29%2019%20SAJHR%20349
https://constitutionallyspeaking.co.za/why-the-hate-speech-provisions-may-be-unconstitutional/
https://constitutionallyspeaking.co.za/why-the-hate-speech-provisions-may-be-unconstitutional/
https://jutastat.juta.co.za/nxt/foliolinks.asp?f=xhitlist&xhitlist_x=Advanced&xhitlist_vpc=first&xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl&xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title&xhitlist_d=%7bsalr%7d&xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%272017370%27%5d&xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-34267
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28 In Masuku, MMA strove, despite these complexities, to advance an interpretation that 

would least offend free expression. This was necessary, because there was no 

constitutional challenge to the Equality Act. However, the constitutionality of section 10 

is now directly at issue. This Court should not stretch the words beyond their reasonable 

limits, or subvert the clear purpose of the legislation. While it should favour a 

constitutionally compliant interpretation to the extent possible, it should not hesitate to 

confirm the order of constitutional invalidity if that is what is required. 

Justification 

29 The Equality Act is subject to constitutional challenge on two fronts. The first is its 

overbreadth – a question of proportionality under section 36 of the Constitution. The 

second is its vagueness. This implicates the rule of law, which requires rules to be 

articulated clearly and accessibly to those governed by46 and enforcing47 such rules. 

30 The two grounds must be kept distinct, but they are also intertwined. In particular, in 

interpreting the Equality Act and fashioning a remedy, this Court should be cautious not 

to “simply substitute for the vice of overbreadth the equally fatal infirmity of vagueness”.48 

31 On the question of proportionality, we submit that a conjunctive reading is the only basis 

on which section 10 could conceivably be constitutionally valid. The alternative would be 

that, for example, merely hurtful speech, with no element of hatred or incitement, and 

expressed on the basis of marital status or belief, could constitute prohibited hate speech.  

32 That, in our view, encroaches too far into the right to freedom of expression and would 

not survive a limitations analysis. It would directly prohibit speech which shocks, offends 

and disturbs. Indeed, it would suffer from precisely the overbreadth problem identified by 

the Canadian Supreme Court held in Saskatchewan v Whatcott:49  

 
46  Bertie van Zyl (Pty) Ltd and Another v Minister for Safety and Security and Others 2010 (2) SA 181 (CC) para 22. 

47  Dawood and Another v Minister of Home Affairs 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC) paras 46 and 47. 

48  Case and Another v Minister of Safety and Security and Others; Curtis v Minister of Safety and Security and Others 1996 
(3) SA 617 (CC) para 79.  

49  [2013] 1 SCR 467 para 109, our emphasis. 
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"Restricting expression because it may offend or hurt feelings does not give sufficient weight to the role 

expression plays in individual self-fulfillment, the search for truth, and unfettered political discourse. 

Prohibiting any representation which 'ridicules, belittles or otherwise affronts the dignity of' protected 

groups could capture a great deal of expression which, while offensive to most people, falls short of 

exposing its target group to the extreme detestation and vilification which risks provoking discriminatory 

activities against that group. Rather than being tailored to meet the particular requirements, such a broad 

prohibition would impair freedom of expression in significant way.” 

33 The Minister and certain of the amici appear to suggest that no matter the interpretation 

adopted, section 10 constitutes a reasonable and justifiable limitation. Indeed, the 

SAHGF and the WLC go so far as to contend that the state is constitutionally required to 

regulate hate speech in precisely the manner in which it has done in section 10. 

33.1 The SAHGF suggests that section 10(1) is “mandated and indeed required” by 

section 9(4) of the Constitution, and is thus axiomatically constitutionally valid.50  

33.1.1 However, section 9(4) mandates and requires parliament to enact 

legislation to prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination. The remainder of 

the Equality Act does precisely that.  

33.1.2 Even if there is a constitutional obligation on parliament to enact 

legislation prohibiting hate speech (which is far from clear), there is 

certainly no obligation to do so in the terms set out in section 10(1). 

33.2 The WLC contends that the state has a constitutional duty to regulate “gendered 

or misogynistic speech that is hurtful, harmful, hateful or violent.”51 With respect, 

the state cannot possibly bear an obligation to regulate all “gendered” speech that 

is “hurtful”, without more. Hurtful speech that is gendered, as with hurtful speech 

that is racialized, characterizes a great deal of speech in daily political, social, and 

professional life. It is highly doubtful that the state has the power, not to mention a 

duty, to prohibit all speech of this kind.  

34 In fact, it is far from clear that even a conjunctive interpretation passes constitutional 

muster on either overbreadth or vagueness grounds. 

 
50  SAHGF heads para 5.1. 

51  WLC heads of argument para 4. Our emphasis. 
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35 First, even on a conjunctive interpretation, the provision may remain overbroad.  

35.1 The extension of the prohibited grounds to cover all 17 grounds contained in 

section 9(2), and to permit prohibition of hate speech on analogous grounds, is a 

significant broadening of prohibited speech under section 16(2)(c). 

35.1.1 Hate speech regulation does not extend to speech which simply 

advocates hatred of a particular person. Its central feature is that it 

consists of advocating hatred based on group characteristics.52  

35.1.2 The constitutional drafters included a limited set of prohibited grounds in 

section 16(2). They did so for a sound reason. These are the grounds that 

the drafters saw as “fundamental in our nascent democracy”.53 They are 

the grounds upon which community belonging, self-worth, identity and 

acceptance can most severely be undermined.54 And they are the 

grounds seen to possess fertile terrain for violence, and even genocide.55  

35.1.3 The Minister is thus mistaken when he suggests that section 16(2)(c) of 

the Constitution is irrational.56 Apart from turning the inquiry on its head 

(laws are measured against the Constitution, not the other way around), 

it overlooks the sound reasons for limiting the grounds in section 16(2)(c). 

35.1.4 While parliament is surely entitled, in hate speech legislation, to expand 

these grounds – for example to homophobic and xenophobic speech57 – 

we submit that the wholesale reproduction of the list of prohibited grounds 

in section 9(3) may be unconstitutional. It would, for example, prohibit 

 
52  CLOSA at 42-81. 

53  Teichner at 354. 

54  See E Neisser ‘Hate Speech in the New South Africa: Constitutional Considerations for a Land Recovering from Decades 
of Racial Repression and Violence’ (1994) 10 SAJHR 336, 339-40. See also RAV v City of St Paul, Minnesota 505 US 
377 (1992), where Justice Stevens held that the legislative judgment that ‘harms caused by racial, religious, and gender-
based invective are qualitatively different from that caused by other fighting words — seems to me eminently reasonable 
and realistic’. (Emphasis added). 

55  SAHGF heads paras 3 and 11. 

56  Minister’s heads para 41.  

57  We submit that legislation prohibiting the advocacy of hatred based on ethnic or social origin may align with the purpose 
of section 16(2)(c). 
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speech that propagates hatred against millennials as a generation,58 or 

divorcees as a marital status category.59 This does not appear to serve 

the legitimate purposes of hate speech regulation. 

35.2 In addition, the extension of section 10 to cover private communication, and to 

include within its ambit speech that directs hatred at a single person, but does not 

advocate hatred any more broadly, is likewise potentially overbroad.  

35.2.1 The WLC says this is a good thing, because “the focus of hate speech is 

all too often expression that occurs in the public space” and because it is 

important to prohibit “normalized daily speech that does not expressly 

advocate hatred, but which forms part of the fabric of patriarchal, sexist 

society that does violence to women”.60 

35.2.2 But this is not the purpose of hate speech regulation. Hate speech laws 

do not punish people for engaging in normalized daily speech that does 

not advocate hatred, even if that speech is offensive and prejudiced. They 

certainly do not punish people for doing so privately.61 Their purpose is to 

prevent social polarisation and the public propagation of hatred against 

particular groups. Vile though it is, the making of distasteful, sexist 

comments in private does not, without more, constitute hate speech, 

subject to sanction in terms of the extensive powers of the Equality Court. 

35.2.3 Indeed, the various other measures identified by the WLC – such as 

prohibitions on harassment,62 and the ability to obtain protection orders 

for verbal abuse under the Domestic Violence Act63 – only serve to 

demonstrate the availability of other remedies (when the requirements for 

those remedies are met) to combat privately expressed abuse. 

 
58  “Age” is a listed ground in section 9(3) of the Constitution and 10(1) of the Equality Act. 

59  “Marital status” is a listed ground under section 9(3) of the Constitution and 10(1) of the Equality Act. 

60  WLC heads para 36. 

61  See, for example, section 319 of the Canadian Criminal Code, which contains an express carve out, so that it applies to 
statements “other than in private conversation”. 

62  Prohibition from Harassment Act 17 of 2011; WLC heads para 25.3. 

63  Act 116 of 1998; WLC heads para 25.2. 
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35.3 We note that section 10 appears to be overbroad measured against the Act’s own 

purposes. In particular, section 2(b)(v) provides that, insofar as hate speech is 

concerned, the purpose is “the prohibition of advocacy of hatred, based on race, 

ethnicity, gender or religion, that constitutes incitement to cause harm as 

contemplated in section 16(2)(c) of the Constitution and section 12 of this Act”. 

36 Second, a conjunctive reading is unable to cure the vagueness concerns in the Equality 

Act. 

36.1 For example, the section 12 “proviso”, which is incorporated by reference into 

section 10, remains virtually unintelligible.  

36.2 It excludes from the ambit of section 10 “publication of any information, 

advertisement or notice in accordance with section 16 of the Constitution.” This 

suggests that any speech that is not excluded under section 16(2)(c), does not fall 

foul of the hate speech prohibition in s 10(1) — provided that it takes the form of 

“any information, advertisement or notice”. 

36.3 But this would collapse every enquiry under the Equality Act into an enquiry 

whether the hate speech falls within section 16(2)(c) – an absurd result, given the 

clear intention of the Equality Act to depart from section 16(2)(c).  

36.4 Moreover, even on a conjunctive reading, the cumulative requirements of 

subsections (a) to (c) remain vague, as does the tortuous requirement that the 

speech “could reasonably be construed to demonstrate a clear intention…”. 

37 These provisions have thus been described as adding “a great deal of nomenclature that 

is either superfluous or that considerably widens the scope of the constitutional 

conception of hate speech”;64 as “highly confusing and contradictory”;65 as leaving “a 

great deal to be desired”;66 and as “vulnerable to a range of constitutional challenges.”67  

 
64  Currie and de Waal p378. 

65  Teichner p350. 

66  CLOSA 42-88. 

67  Id. 
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38 The SAHGF contends that parliament must be allowed significant latitude, because “the 

requirement of rationality is restricted to the threshold question of whether the legislative 

measure is properly related to the public good it seeks to achieve”.68 Of course, 

parliament is perfectly entitled to choose between various “constitutionally compliant”69 

interventions, provided they are rational. But where a rights-infringement is alleged, the 

question is precisely whether the chosen intervention is constitutionally compliant. And 

that is not a question of mere rationality. It is subject to the higher threshold of 

reasonableness under section 36 of the Constitution. 

39 Because Mr Qwelane challenges the Equality Act on the basis of its overbreadth, a 

thorough engagement is required under section 36 with: the purpose of the provision 

(and not only the Act as a whole);70 the relation between the breadth of the prohibition 

and that purpose; and less restrictive means by which the same purpose might be 

achieved. 

40 The principal shortcoming in the justification advanced by the Minister, the SAHRC and 

the other amici is that, while they point to the lofty objectives of hate speech regulation 

in general – many of which MMA supports – they never adequately justify the connection 

between the breadth of section 10 and these objectives, or explain why the same 

objectives could not be achieved less restrictively. 

41 For example, while we agree that the state has a legitimate and justifiable interest in 

regulating “misogynistic hate speech”,71 this does not justify the limitation of rights 

occasioned by section 10 of the Equality Act.  For the question is not only whether it is 

permissible to regulate such speech, but, more importantly, whether the extreme breadth 

of the provision is necessary to achieve this purpose. In other words, it is never explained 

why it is necessary use the “sledgehammer” of the Equality Act, to crack the “nut” of 

 
68  SAHGF heads para 26. 

69  SAHGF heads para 26 citing My Vote Counts v Speaker of the National Assembly 2016 (1) SA 132 (CC) para 155. 

70  Cf SAHGF heads para 32 and SAHRC heads at paras 8 to 20. 

71  WLC heads of argument paras 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 7ff. 
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misogynistic (and homophobic) hate speech.72 

42 The Minister and the SAHRC, who bear the burden of justification,73 do not explain this 

either. They simply assert that the limitation is “directly related to the purpose of securing 

the rights to dignity and equality”74 and that it would not be a less restrictive means simply 

to mirror the exact wording of section 16(2) of the Constitution.75 But that is not the 

requisite analysis. A proper justification is required to consider not only whether the 

wording of section 16(2)(c) would serve the purpose, but whether it could be achieved 

by other, less restrictive means – for example, legislation containing fewer prohibited 

grounds than section 10, legislation which contains a higher threshold than mere 

hurtfulness, and legislation which requires advocacy of hatred, and not mere 

communication of the speech in question. There appear to be myriad other means, less 

restrictive of free expression, which could achieve the purpose of “securing the rights to 

dignity and equality”. These are simply never considered. 

A mistaken premise 

43 The other amici and the SAHRC have emphasized that this case involves speech 

targeted at a vulnerable minority.76 They have pointed to examples of other speech, in 

other jurisdictions, targeted at vulnerable minorities.77 They say that this kind of speech 

must be regulated, and that the Equality Act serves the purpose of regulating it.  

44 The premise of these submissions is that hate speech laws will always be used to punish 

speech targeted at vulnerable groups.  

45 However, the Equality Act does not say or imply that, to qualify as hate speech, the target 

 
72  S v Manamela [2000] ZACC 5; 2000 (3) SA 1 (CC) para 34.  

73  Minister of Home Affairs v National Institute for Crime Prevention and the Re-integration of Offenders (NICRO) and Others 
2005 (3) SA 280 (CC) 

74  SAHRC heads para 98; Minister heads para 76. 

75  SAHRC heads para 99.1; Minister heads paras 77 to 79. 

76  PsySSA heads at paras 52.3 and 54; SAHGF heads at paras 4, 10, 24, 39; WLC heads at paras 1 and 7; SAHRC heads 
at para 21 

77  See for example PsySSA heads at para 36. 
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must form part of a vulnerable group. In contemporary democracies, it is often opponents 

of government, members of marginalized groups, and especially those who have been 

the victims of racist oppression in the past,78 who engage in speech that is angry, 

impassioned and group-based. Where hate speech legislation is cast in terms that are 

too broad or too vague, there is a real risk that these people will be prevented from 

expressing their views, “however unpopular, distasteful or contrary to the mainstream.”79 

This is precisely what we submit must be guarded against, particularly having regard to 

South Africa’s history of censorship through hate speech legislation. 

46 Indeed, is often remarked that the first prosecution under the UK Race Relations Act of 

1965 (the “RRA”) (which prohibited publicly uttering or publishing words “which are 

threatening, abusive or insulting” and intended to incite race-based hatred) was of a black 

man protesting a white police officer.80 Other convictions under the RRA were obtained 

against leaders of the Black Liberation Movement.81  For example, in Regina v. Malik,82 

a black defendant was convicted and sentenced to prison for asserting that whites are 

“vicious and nasty people” and for stating, inter alia, that “I saw in this country in 1952 

white savages kicking black women. If you ever see a white man lay hands on a black 

woman, kill him immediately. If you love our brothers and sisters you will be willing to die 

for them.” The defendant’s argument that he had a right to respond to the evils that whites 

had perpetrated against blacks was rejected. 

47 An analysis of the cases that have arisen in the early history of South African hate speech 

jurisprudence – some of which we detail below -- reveals that many of these have not 

 
78  See Michel Rosenfeld (2001) ‘Hate Speech in Constitutional Jurisprudence: A Comparative Analysis’ Cardozo Law 

School, Public Law Research Paper No. 41 at 5 (who remarks that “it is by and large opponents of the government, in a 
wide majority of cases members of marginalized groups with no realistic hopes of achieving political power, who engage 
in hate speech. Moreover, in some cases those punished for engaging in hate speech have been members of groups long 
victimized by racist policies and rhetoric prosecuted for their race based invectives against people whom they perceive as 
their racist oppressors.”) 

79  Irwin Toy v Quebec [1989] 1 SCR 927. 

80  See Michel Rosenfeld (2001) ‘Hate Speech in Constitutional Jurisprudence: A Comparative Analysis’ Cardozo Law 
School, Public Law Research Paper No. 41 at 5. 

81  Id. 

82  52 Crim. App. 140 (1968). See also  
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been straightforward expressions of hatred directed at vulnerable minorities. 

48 To be clear, we do not suggest that the utterances in these cases should not have been 

considered prohibited hate speech. We only caution that those turning to and relying on 

hate speech legislation are not only – are perhaps not even primarily – members of 

vulnerable groups. This provides a reason to be wary about justifying broad hate speech 

provisions with reference only to the present case, which certainly does involve hateful 

speech directed at a vulnerable group.83 

48.1 In Afriforum v Malema,84 Julius Malema and the ANC Youth League (of which he 

was at that stage the leader) were held to have committed an act of hate speech 

through, inter alia, the singing of the struggle song known as “Dubul’ ibhunu” or 

“Shoot the Boer”, which was historically sung by black people against the 

oppression experienced at the hands of the apartheid regime. 

48.2 In Wierzycka v Manyi,85 well-known businesswoman Magdelena Wierzycka and 

her company Sygnia Ltd complained that, in response to her criticisms of former 

President Jacob Zuma, various statements by Mr Mzwanele Manyi to the effect 

that, inter alia, she might be related to Janus Walusz (the assassinator of the late 

Chris Hani); that she should be investigated for “economic terrorism”; that she is a 

“racist”; and that she is an “unconstitutional” and “corrupt” member of “white 

monopoly capital”, amounted to hate speech. 

48.3 In Khumalo,86 a black man, Mr Velaphi Khumalo said, inter alia, that he wanted to 

cleanse the country of white people, and that they should be burned alive and their 

offspring used as garden fertilizer. He claimed to have made these statements in 

a fit of anger, in reaction to having received Penny Sparrow’s well-known 

Facebook publication in which she referred to Black people as monkeys. Mr 

 
83  The SAHRC and other amici have pointed to other cases of hate speech targeted at vulnerable groups, such as Sonke 

Gender Justice Network v Malema 2010 (7) BCLR 729 (EqC); Herselman v Geleba ZAEQC [2011] 1 (1 September 2011); 
ANC v Sparrow (01/16) [2016] ZAEQC 1 (10 June 2016); Nomasomi Gloria Kente v Andre van Deventer (EqC) (unreported 
case no EC 9/13) and Strydom v Chiloane 2008 (2) SA 247 (T). 

84  Afriforum and Another v Malema and Others (20968/2010) [2011] ZAEQC 2; 2011 (6) SA 240 (EqC) 

85  Wierzycka and Another v Manyi (30437/17) [2017] ZAGPJHC 323 (20 November 2017) 

86  South African Human Rights Commission v Khumalo 2019 (1) SA 289 (GJ) 
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Khumalo led evidence of growing up under apartheid, in poverty, and as 

experiencing acts of racism. The Court rejected this justification, and held that his 

utterances amounted to hate speech under section 10 of the Equality Act. 

48.4 In Strydom v Black First Land First,87 a complaint by a white woman of Portuguese 

decent that various historical struggle slogans used by the respondent – a political 

party without a seat in parliament – such as “Kill the Farmer; Kill the Boer;” “Dubula 

lbhunu” and “One settler, One Bullet” were hateful, and marginalized “white people 

as a race”, was upheld. 

48.5 In Gordhan v Malema,88 Minister of Public Enterprises, Mr Pravin Gordhan, 

complained that Julius Malema, the leader of the Economic Freedom Fighters, had 

committed an act of hate speech by, inter alia, calling him a “dog of White 

Monopoly Capital”, and alleging that he had “destroyed all good African comrades” 

and “removed all black excellence because he hates Africans”. 

48.6 Lastly, in Masuku,89 following statements to the effect that, inter alia, “all the 

monkeys in COSATU” were dying of Aids, trade unionist Mr Bongani Masuku 

called on supporters to “liberate Palestine from the racists, fascists and Zionists 

who belong to the era of their Friend Hitler”, and make them “drink the bitter 

medicine they are feeding our brothers and sisters in Palestine”. This speech was 

targeted at Zionists and Zionism. It is not so, as the SAHGF would have it, that 

Masuku concerned “the use of speech in the persecution of a vulnerable group”.90 

The present case – which does regard the use of speech in the persecution of a 

vulnerable group – should therefore not be thought to fall into the same category. 

CONCLUSION 

49 The question of whether the Equality Act is unconstitutional is a separate question from 

whether Mr Qwelane’s vile statements would constitute hate speech if measured against 

 
87  Strydom v Black First Land First (11/2018EQJHB) [2019] ZAEQC 1 (6 May 2019) 
88  Gordhan v Malema and Another (EQJHB 5/2019) [2019] ZAEQC 5; 2020 (1) SA 587 (GJ). 

89  See Masuku and Another v South African Human Rights Commission obo South African Jewish Board of Deputies 2019 
(2) SA 194 (SCA). 

90  SAHGF heads para 4. 
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the criteria in section 16(2) of the Constitution, as they may well do.  

50 In relation to the first question – the constitutionality of the Equality Act – we submit that 

the constitutional difficulties are glaring. For the reasons set out above, we submit that: 

50.1 A conjunctive interpretation of section 10 of the Equality Act should be preferred 

to the extent that the provision is capable of such a reading. However, even on 

this interpretation, the provision may remain impermissibly vague and overbroad. 

50.2 In the event the provision is not capable of a conjunctive reading, it is plainly 

unconstitutional. 

51 MMA supports the interim reading-in order proposed by the SCA, which includes sexual 

orientation as a prohibited ground. Extensive evidence was led, and argument heard, on 

the reasonableness and justifiability of including this as a ground.  

52 We submit, however, that the interim reading-in remedy should end there. In all other 

respects, the interim provision should mirror section 16(2)(c) – the “baseline” against 

which to measure the extent of any limitation91 – and parliament should be left to 

determine how much further it will legislate. An expanded interim reading-in as sought 

by SAHGF would, quite inappropriately and prematurely, give this Court’s imprimatur to 

the prohibition of speech based on grounds that fall outside of section 16(2)(c), without 

it having heard any evidence or argument on these grounds. 
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91  SCA judgment para 51. 
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